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1. THE LITERAL LEVEL:

Livestock is blessing,
yet wile before God's judgement
deserves flogging.

Wild ox is great horns, 
ferocious and brave beast,
forward and fighting.

Thorn is sharp pain,
and dwelling thereupon evil.
Rightful to boundless.

Mouth is well of words, 
in wisdom before knowledge,
and joy before hope.

Ride is well seated,
as mounted man travels far,
in strength of no strive.

Torch is lively flame, 
burning friendly and bright,
amongst honest men.

Gift of war is spoil.
Advise against virtue is fall.
Outlaws are homeless.

Friendship is not true,
unless sorrow before joy
is fully paid.

Hailstorm is white grain,
whirling from roof of heaven,
turning to water.

Pain is broken heart,
for wrongdoers to take a look,
into themselves.

Ice is cold and clear,
frost floor of glittering gems,
beautiful to behold.

Gardening is growth,
bringing earthly abundance,
to men before needs.

Yew is gentle giant,
deep rooted in home ground,
and keeper of flame.

Pawn is greenhorn,
learning laughter amongst men,
in beer drinking hall.

Elk-sedge is swamp straw,
causing furious blood on fire,
by sword scratches.

Sun is seafarer,
sailing fish bath on sea horse,
in hope of safe shore. 

Tir is tiny light,
showing travellers their way.
It will never fail.

Birch is winged sprout, 
spreading its lovely leaves,
touching heaven. 

Steed is friend of elder,
and always helpful on move,
in horse hoof splendour.

Man is love of kin,
yet treacherous earthly flesh 
stands wile before God.

Sea is dire straits,
riding sea horse unbridled,
in roaring waves.

Ing rises in east, 
seeding in earth and water,
settling into ground.

Day is song of God,
and His blessing dear to man,
in Maker's light.

Heritage is great,
when rightful before proper
is harvest shared.

Oak is food for fire,
keeping faith over bird bath,
withstanding ocean.

Ash is friend of fire,
standing tall, straight upright,
though many fight it.

Wild cow is great arm,
and horse riding warrior's pride,
in flight of Valkyrie.

Earth is bedfellow,
for cold corpses in leaf fall,
as friends go away.

Plant is earth fish,
seeking food on dry land,
thriving in water.

Kettle is first
coordinate, in sun clock
construction.

Star is second 
coordinate, in sun clock
construction.

Spear is vector
of gravity, in sun clock
construction.

Zodiac is sky scroll,
by round table, in calendar
construction.

Stone is apple seed,
in Kingdom come Avalon,
sprouting anew.



2. THE TROPOLOGICAL LEVEL:
symbol meaning

breeding

livestock breeding in flesh, beginning of life

ox protection of childbearing

thorn process of giving birth

mouth beginning of respiration, as common to life

upbringing

ride physical development of mammal species through playing

torch upbringing, by restraining, enlightening and exposing error

gift transaction within social group

friend unselfish adaptation to social group

puberty

hail hormonal attraction in youth

pain delayed gratification, by restraining youth from procreation

ice process of sorrow in youth

garden process of healing in youth

education

yew youth being accepted by teacher

pawn youth in process of learning

sedge graduation, becoming skilled worker

sun courting and marriage

legislature

Tir (deity) establishing tribal truce, clearing-space

birch confirmation of truce by bringing women and children

steed truce becoming free assembly as folkmoot

man man as norm, defining cultural realm of nation

judiciary

sea hazard of unrestrained gathering in social group

Ing (deity) planting seed of logic in social group

day developing common sense in social group

heritage passing judgement in social group

executive

oak+ash spiritual/mundane power (druid/king)

cow execution of law and order

earth spirit or flesh in bondage

plant rising in absolution, resurrection

chronometry

kettle+star campfire in wilderness; celestial pivotal point

spear celestial timekeeping into mundane realm (clock)

zodiac celestial timekeeping into mundane realm (calendar)

stone end of incarnation, new beginning, transmigration of soul



3. THE ALLEGORICAL LEVEL:
YEAR CYCLE

summer autumn winter spring

breeding livestock ox thorn mouth

upbringing ride torch gift friend

puberty hail pain ice garden

education yew pawn sedge sun

legislature Tir (deity) birch steed man

judiciary sea Ing (deity) day heritage

executive oak+ash cow earth plant

chronometry kettle+star spear zodiac stone

4. THE ANAGOGICAL LEVEL:



5. GENESIS EXPLAINED IN RUNIC SYMBOLS:

MESOPOTAMIAN 
COSMOLOGY

Elohim [Elders], as wandering lights in heaven, 
by his image, at count of seven, 

he places upon the globe, 
a giant horoscope, 

and calls his footprint Eden. 

Yahweh [Year], as cycle of year, is ringing, 
in chorus of seasonal singing, 

and through solstices
and equinoxes,

he places his eye in wellspring.

Adonai [Odin], as president of cyclical Year, 
hangs on a tree to come clear, 

and as he falls in fall
to know it all, 

he is wounded by gravity spear.

Heaven, as constructed of images, 
is rotating planetary memories, 

in a storyteller's tale
that prevails, 

since zodiac image never fades. 

Ocean, as mariner realm navigational, 
under and above Heaven's hall, 

is clothed in blue globe
and black robe;

latter is deep space extraterrestrial.


